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Introduction

Foreign area studies as a curriculum concept is now well into its middle

age. Born of the First World War, it had a timid and understimulated child-

hood in the thirties, when attempts to organize "foreign" (that is, non -

european and non-North American) fields of study are properly classed largely

as labors of love, rewarded, more by the satisfaction of performing them than

by any great light shed. A forced adolescence followed, precipitated by the

Second World War, which brought forth urgent demands that American higher

education take the unanticipated responsibility of producing relatively fully

developed programs in both foreign language training and foreign cultures.

The general feeling on the Tart of those who had to improvise these programs

on anything from a few weeks' to six months' notice was that American higher

education had been found woefully lacking in its knowledge of foreign cultures

and that this was a condition which could not be ellowed to persist.

The nineteen-fifties saw the maturation of foreign area studies. It came

to be agreed that a foreign area program was a planned attempt to provide a

group of courses in various disciplines of the humanities and social sciences

focussing largely on a particular world area, past and present; the teaching

The research reported here was carried out pursuant to the terms of U. S.

Office of Education contract # OE 6-10-106, in the Center for Research and

Development in River Education, University of California, Berkeley. Research

on the hearings preceding the passage of the National Defense Education Act

of 1958 and subsequent enabling legxslation was done by Gail M. Owlet. Bib-

liography was compiled by Jan Brukman and William Boyd.; the latter also com-

piled informaIoa on foreign area studies programs and their sources of sup-

port which appears in to Appendix, tabulated returns on a questionnaire

survey of 21 inter-institutional cooperative programs in foreign area studies.

I am extremely grateful to all of them for their aid. The author is, of course,

solely responsible for the v!..ews expressed here and for any shortcomings in

the report.
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of the modern spoken language of the area :.-dme to be e fixed feature ef such

programs. Foreign area specialists, often with bureaucrttic experience

derived from their wartime participation in the Departments of State, War,

Army or Navy, settled dawn after 1945 to calling confereiwza klan tieveit*--

went strategy and to enlist foundation support. For most area studies

administrators, the 1950s were a time of writing applications for Foundation

grants, and exercise which brought forth unaccustomed fruits. Departments

whose studies dealt largely or only with America and Western Europe t.-4-sched

in awe, sometimes even rather enviously, as financial plume seemed to rain

upon area studies programs.

But even the generosity of the leading Foundations could not accomplish

what was now seen as the task of "internationalizing' ilmerican higher educa-

tion. In a clear case of academic escalation, the Foundation fluids fed into

these programs only enhanced the need for more. Accordingly the Federal

government gingerly took a first step into direct support for higher education

in 1958 with the National Defense Education A/A. While Title IV of this act

provided support for various categories of university students, Title VI of-

fered direct support to university "centers" of foreign language and area

study for those areas and languages defined as being of "critical interest"

to United States policy-making.

We are now almost a decade into an era in which the activities of insti-

tutions of higher education both in areas outside United States boundaries

and concerning foreign areas have corat, to be seen as serving the national

interest in particular, definable wads. This view of education and foreign

areas has had a major impact, both on higher education itself, and on higher

education's relations with government. American higher educatiGn has taken
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on a series of entirely new ancillary activities which bridge the gap between

government and academic institutions in that some of them, at least, are

ssiPs..11qr elftes. Crwralettemoort+454401ft rvr vanlireltr_ramalimlocs WILIVA.16, VilkowaVaudiAr, amea waswil.aj za4 va.m, 41.41.V.ftw No& wa

Rather, they partake of both. The first of these new ancillary activities,

and also the most traditionally academic of the was foreign area studies

programs. They were followed by applied research in particular foreign

areas themselves on matters of agricultural develoment, public health, and

so forth. The final step has been widespread contractual undertakinv

between universities and various branches of government (of whoa AID comes

most prominently to mind) for programs of technical and economic assistance

to foreign countries, such as institution-to-institution cooperation in

developing universities in various countries.

These new activities have necessitated administrative reorganization in

the academic institutions themselves to carry the necessary burdens of review

of proposed projects, budgeting, administration of the contracts, and univer-

sity relations with government. The organizations which have appeared to

carry out these enhanced functions are usually known as Institutes or Centers

for International Studies; and existing foreign area studies programs in the

institutions concerned have usually been placed, however loosely, under the

purview of these institutes or centers. This means that area studies, in the

universities at least, have gained a new context. They now join numerous

other projects, many of them more oriented to government service than to any

purely academic purpose of teaching or research, in writing for the govern-

ment as well as the local academic institution their proposed budgets and

technical reports.
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Federal support, in addition, has focussed national attention on the so-

called "international dimension of education"; and the sixties has been a

period of assessments of Federal programs and the appointment of national com-

mittees to make policy recommendations on international education. Government

contracting procedures with the universities have been reviewed and criticized;

careful financial reports on the results of federal stimulation to area pro-

grams have been drawn up; administrative organization for international work

in the universities has been assessed; policy advisory groups have discussed

world affairs in the university and in the college. The net result of all

this activity, as far as curriculum is concerned, has been to generalize,

predictably, an interest in international education to almost all institutions

of higher education. For most four-year institutions, an international pro-

gram of some kind is almost required to assure a "modern" public image. Not

surprisingly, the great bulk of the literature in the last ten years has been

concerned with ways and means to add this component to an institution's

program--and to add it with minimum dislocation all around, for institutions

of higher education are generally conservative places.

Despite all this ferment, the discussion of foreign area studies programs

shows surprisingly little awareness of issues. Issues are discussed either

in very general terms or in fragmentary asides without much elaboration.

General issues tend to be phrased so broadly as to preclude fruitful discus-

sions; for example; "How can foreign area studies be fitted into the curric-

ulum in such away that students obtain a good grounding in both their own

culture and in one or more foreign areas too?" As this is a question which

includes both curriculum planning and institutional organization, it is

apparent that little heedwuy can, be made until these issues are sepaxated.
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Similarly, although the fragnentex7 asides often contain the germs of sound

analysis, these analyses have been left in so undeveloped a state that they

have attracted little attention.

A review of the literature at this time may well serve the purpose of

flushing some of these issues from the plentiful underbrush of verbiage which

has grown up about foreign area studies in higher education. In tracing the

changing role which these curricular programs have played in academic life,

we will focus at all times upon the. relationship of organization and content.

It will be our object to show why foreign area studies programs have taken

the forms they have assumed and what their impact has been upon the organiza-

tion of knowledge in American higher education.

* * *
Ear Development

Foreign area studies ill America has been the child of politics. Area

studies, it is said, grew out of the First World War, when our ignorance of

foreign areas was first brought forcibly to public attention. If this is the

case, it is difficult to see why the first foreign area programs were Latin

American ones. Interest in these programs, however, diminished during the

1920s; and the focus of the scattered developments by the end of the twenties

shifted to Asia, particularly the Far East, in apparent response to worrisome

political developments there. Thus it was that Orientalism became the

parent of modern area studies in America.

Orientalism was Classicism of a particular kind. As Charles Ferguson

has remarked,

The Orientalist tradition, which is. . . the background from which
(Middle Eastern,) South Asian, East Asian, and Southeast Asian
area studies have emerged in the United States, is a curious
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amalgam of interests in philology, archaeology, history of religion,
and other fields as applied to the great civilizations of Asia.
Scholars who call themselves Orientalists feel they belong to a

special discipline: They are not historians, linguists, art
critics, or philosophers as such but rather they represent the whole
range of the humanities in dealing with the Orient.

In actual fact, however, Orientalists, like other Classicists, have not found

it possible to be general humanists; rather,

The Orientalist tradition. . . has been historical in outlook. .

and inclined to constitute a small, exclusive club of scholars for
which the initiation fee included acquaintance with exotic, dead

Asian languages.

This was the academic seedbed to area studies not only in the United States,

but in Britain as well; it was a well developed mentality of international

scholarship which clearly modelled itself on the 19th century study of clas-

sical Greece and Rome, though the original Classicism even in the 19200 was

in full retreat before the development of professional historians, anthro-

pologists, and political scientists. In all the countries where Orientalism

was current, as Sir Wmilton Gibb has pointed out, the results were large

compilations of factual data but limited analysis,, and a disregard of both

dverse local traditions and. underlying economic and social factors in favor

of high literary culture. WIlth these went a disinterest in "matters purely

pedogogical" so marked that the compilation of evek dictionaries of many

Asian languages was thought unnecessary, and an emphasis in course offerings

on Asia on the ancient world at the expense of the modern Orient so strong

that in the 1940s more American universities offered courses in Old Persian,

the language of the fifth century B.C., than in Modern Persian, the language

of the twentieth century A.D.

The credit for the whatever limited development of Far Eastern Studies

occurred during the thirties can be laid at the door of two organizations,
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one a Foundation (the Rockefeller Foundation), the other a well-known academic

clearing house, (the American Council of Learned Societies). The history of

the development suggests the very considerable degree to which area studies

were dependent upon extra-local and extra-disciplinary organizations for

support from the very start. The president of the American Political Science

Association had proposed a discussion of methods of instruction and research

in the Chinese field as early as 1920, but this proposal was not implemented

until the American Council of Learned societies established a permanent

secretariat and executive offices in 1927. The establishment of this ma-

chinery presented. an opportunity "for extending the Council's activities ef-

fectively into those fielde. such as Far-Oriental studies: which do not came

immediately within the purview of any of its constituent societies or whose

exploitation requires the collaboration of a number of them."2

Accordingly, the ACIS proposed in 1928 a survey of the state of research

on the Par east; this wtss endorsed, by the American Oriental Society, an

association known then as now for its association with classicist Orientalism.
3

Memos circularizing the field. were followed by a conference on China studies,

the first of its kind to be held in America, on October 6, 1928. This

meeting called for a survey of organithatic.)n and resources for research and

instruction in Chinese studies; a directory of Sinologists the world over;

the compilation of bibliographies; money for scholarships end fellowships;

and the formation of an ACLS Committee on Chinese Studies (accomplished in

early 1929). Those attending were urged also to propagandize the importance

of China studies in universities and colleges throughout e country.

The Committee on Chinese Studies selected Charles S. Gardner to review

the library resources for Chinese studies available in the United States, a

taak, which he carried out in a series of eurveys in the early 1930s. These

.11511.19111112gw",a651109'AliffillinligMENIEW:
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investigations revealed a large Library of Congress collection, a good private

collection in Montreal (The Gest Library), and another at Harvard; but

"turning from Montreal, Cambridge and Washington," Gardner found it "rather

a shock to find, among all the great cities and universities elsewhere on the

Atlantic seaboard, the Central. West, and the Pacific Coast, no single com-

prehensive Chinese Library. "5

The ACTS' publicizing activities were materially aided by the appearance

in 1929 by the first example of a type of literature which was to become

abundant in the early 1950s. This was a survey of courses on China and Japan

in college and university curricula conducted in 1927-28 by Edward C. Carter

of the University of Chicago for the Institute of Pacific Relations' American

Council. Carter asked 546 accredited institutions to list the courses with

"major emphasis" on China and/or Japan which appeared in their catalog., ap-

parently regardless of whether they were regularly taught or not. Of the 443

institutions which responded (slightly over 810, only 111 (just under 22%

of the total) reported any courses at all. Of them, the majority (69 insti-

tutions) reported one course, 33 reported two to five courses, four reported

six to ten courses, and five reported 11 to 26 courses. The nine leading

institutions were Washington (Seattle), with 26 courses; California (Berkeley)

with 25 courses; Harvard (16 courses); Stanford (15 courses); Columbia (13

courses); Chicago and Pennsylvania (10 courses each); and Minnesota and

Radcliffe College (6 courses each). The courses were, moreover, heavily

concentrated in universities; only 1512 of liberal arts colleges reported any

courses on China or Japan and almost no teachers' colleges or junior colleges.

The dominance ofOrientaliam and returned missionaries among China Scholars

was seen clearly in the nature of the courses taught; 54 % of the courses
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listed were in history or political science, 14% were in language and litera-

ture, and 11% in philosophy and religion (of which 9'j, concerned religion

alone); all other fields accounted for no more than 5% each of the courses

given.
6

Carter's book also included short F .itches of the leading departments

of Chinese studies which clearly demonstrate, whether intentionally or not,

the large element of the accidental and philanthropic in what China studies

there were. Columbia University had acquired a department of Chinese in 1901

as a memorial established by General Horace W. Carpentier to the memory of`

his Chinese servant. The University of California at Berkeley had received

a gift of 50 acres of land from Senator Edward Tompkins in 1876 whose sale

was to form the endowment for a chair of Oriental languages. The object of

this gift was to aid business with the Orient by equipping Americans with

facility in Chinese. Interest at Chicago was aroused by summer ine..;ituts

on the Fax East Flnanced by the Norman Wait Harris Memorial Foundation.

Harvard-Yenching institute was the gift of an aluminum magnate, Charles M.

Hall. And so it went.

Carter's work provided ammunition for a decade of dutiful propagandizing

efforts by scholars and administrators alike.
7

This genre forms the bslik of

the material on area studies and persists until today, though its subject

matter has bean broadened. from the original promotion of Chinese studies to

include all of Asia, Africa, Latin America, "underdeveloped areas," "foreign

area studies" in general, and finally, "international education." The object

has been to bring the need. for such studies to the attention, not primarily

of the general public, but of administrators of various kinds of institutions

of higher education who have been reluctant, for vzious reasons, to enrich
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their curricula with these studies,

As a result of Carter's work and a report of its own
8
the ACM took

more concrete steps to remedy these conditions by financing a summer seminar

in Far Eastern Studies for faculty members of any accredited institution on

the Harvard campus in 1932. To the astonishment of the ACL planners, one

hundred applications flooded in; only forty could be accepted. The course

followed familiar lines and concentrated upon general history, history; of

oriental philosophy, and oriental art, with voluntary courses in Chinese and

Japanese language.
9 A second summer seminar designed for "instructors and

assistant professors with no experience in Far Eastern Studies" was held on

the Berkeley campus in 1934 under the same auspices, while Harvard in the

same summer offered vonat was apparently an early intensive course in Russian

for faculty members.1°

The immact of these activities on the academic world at large may be

gauged by a glance at a report on the state ox a discipline intimately in-

volved in Far Eastern Studies. Historical Scholarshin in America: Needs and

Opportunities; (1932), is the result of the work of a Committee set up in

December 1930 by the American Historical Association with the support of

the Social Science Research Council and the ACTS to "convene advisory con-

ferences of specialists in the main branches of historical investigation."

The Committee set up conferences in ancient, medieval and modern European

history and two American history meetings, but regretted that it was unable

to do the same for Oriental or Latin American hietory. The Committee'd report

does, however, urge the need for mastery of "neglected languages" in order

to extend graduate research to "neglected areas"; among the languages neglected

because of their difficulties were listed Spanish, Slavic languages, Arabic

and Chinese.1/ The Middle Kingdom and the Middle East had at least been
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recognized as the fringes of the historical world; Japan, all of Southern

Asia, and Africa were apparently excluded.

Tan rears after (!Mn n had (mimed the attention of the ma s it turned

IA the study of India. While it is true that in 1930 the ACLS had taken over

from the American Oriental Society a Committee on Indic and Iranian studies,

this group was composed entirely of Sanskritists whose concern was not to

develop the field of Indic studies but to organize an American School. of

Indic and Iranian studies which undertook one season's archaeological

excavations in Northwestern India in 2935-36 and then quietly expired for

lack of funds. This experience evidently alerted the Committee to the lack

of support available to India studies and convinced the members that some

public education on the subject was needed. Thus in 1939 the Committee

undertook a survey of the condition of Indic studies in America.

The problem of Indic studies was even more explicitly that of detaching

the study of India from Oriental ism; and it was a much more academic matter

than China studies. China by now had become a major focus in world politics;

it had for some time been an important field for both American business and

American missionary effort, stimulating public interest directly, rather than

12
indirectly through the universities. Moreover close association between

high-level diplomatic service and scholarship on China characterized the lives

of China specialists in the 1920s.13 None of these conditions existed for

India. It was outside the reading public's political interest and outside

the commercial public's trading interests. As the MIS Bulletin on Indic

Studies in America admitted,

At present, only the sheerest accident brings India into the

purview of the American college student. Eight universities

(Harvard, Yale, Columbia, Princeton, Johns - Hopkins, Pennsylvania,

Chicago and California) have chairs of Iridology or Sanskrit,

M01.1=1=1_
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but India is virtually unrepresented in departments of history,
philosophy, fine arts, political science, sociology., or any of
the other departments of intellectual experience in which. .
India has made great contributions.14

The writer, one W. Norman Brown (now the oldest active South Asia specialist

in the United States). called for a program of joint training by Indologists

and the disciplines, with placement of the students so prepared in disciplinary

departments; such training would require as a normal element a period of

residence and training in India requiring "fellowship aid of a kind beyond

the power of any university at present. "15

The survey of teaching on India acct upanying Brown's essay bore out his

contention; courseworit on India was confined to Sanskrit, surveys of Indian

civilization taught by Sanskritists; philosophy and religion; or history

taught as an aspect of British empire history. But the survey of library

collections showed the research situation to be far more drastic than in the

China case. Where Gardner had rated as "good" libraries containing 80,000

to 150,000 volumes on China, he found a collection of some 40,000 volumes

"painfully inadequate in many respects," and a private library of some 20,000

volumes was asserted to be "the only collection worthy of the name in the

Midwest. "16 But Horace Poleman, the Library of Congress' South Asia man,

writing some ten years after the China survey, rated as "good" collections

of from 3,000 to 5,000 volumes on. India.
17

Second World War Watershed

Soon after the appearance of this document, the outbreak of World War II

put a stop to these timid attempts to develop the Asian fields and turned the

attention of both the public and the academic world to other problems. Up

to this time, the Rockefeller Foundation through the CIS had put something

under $1 million into the development of area studies, A recent review of
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the role of the FoundaVina in this field. comments that "these dollars were

well invested as they helped to create the kind of competence that was so

sorely needed during the period of World War II. But not enough money. was R
invented for these purposes by AL lean philanthropy as a whole. 1118 I

The need for more knowledge of foreign areas was soon dramatically

brought to the attention of American universities by the request of the

Government that they assume responsibility for the training of American

servicemen in language and area knowledge for duty in military government

in the soon-to-be occupied countries. Within nine months after the entrance

of the United States into the war, i8 colleges and universities had organized

programs for a projected 2,000 servicemen; by the end of 1944, some 57

institutions and 15,000 servicemen had been involved in one of the most re-

markable educational experiments in the history of American higher education,

and one that has had manifold repercussions. Briefly, the universities and

colleges were requested by the military, as an act of national service in an

emergency, to organize short-term intensive training programs on the basis

of curricula evolved by academics consulting with the Departments of Army;

Navy, and War. The areas covered were those which the American army, on the

basis of agreements between heads of the various states involved in the war,

expected to occupy (Scandinavia, Germany, France, Japan, Southeast Asia, and

China), or was then using as staging areas. Not only did the universities

and colleges agree; many of them '1.mcped at the opportunity.

The programs which the institutions were asked to organize: however,

differed in major ways from ordinary academic training programs. This was

because the goals of the program differed very considerably from those of

conventional academic courses, in that the trainees needed. to gain facility
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in spoken, not written, languages; and they required a level of general

cultural information about foreign areas which could not be found in courses

based on an area's high literary culture. The fact of a national emergency

fortunately precluded any arguments about whether these were legitimate

TA-I:Aerials to be te",4444"t at the college level, =I about ..iehether it was the

proper work for professors to do so. But more imoortant, these programs

provided a heavensent opportunity for a new group of students of language who

did not share the Classicists' view of language and language teaching. These

were the structural linguists, whose techniques had been worked out during

the 1930s, mainly on American Indian languages, but who were brought into

the program through the efforts of Mortimer Graves, Executive Secretary of

the ACIS.19 For it was Graves, with generous Rockefeller backing, to whom

the Army planners turned for guidance on the 3.enguage training aspects of

the program. Fortified by his experieme in administering summer programs

which attempted to teach Chinese, Japanese and Russian, by the work of ACZ

in stimulating underrepresented areas of world study, and by his awareness

tle nev Itedtvlsicgt1 t?chniques promised by descriptive linguistics, Graves,

with 3. Milton Cam, executive Secretary of the Linguistic Society of America,

constructed an *Intensive spoken language training program which remains a

distant grandparent of most of the postwar courses in the "neglected rAngwages"

found in American colleges and universities today.

The task of putting together a curriculum for area study from information

scattered through eight or ten different disciplines fell to Harold W. Stoke

then professor of political science and Acting Dear of the Graduate School

at the University of Wisconsin. (later President of the University of New

Hampshire). This proved sub, tantially more difficult to accomplish and was
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the part of the program most often ignored or tampered with by the institu-

tions involved. While the details of curriculum change in the programs need

not detain us, it is important to note that they were largely succeseul in

meeting their objectives, and most important, they were clearly exciting to

the academic participants.2° The programs suggested that a noncl ssicist

approach to language study together with a non-literary approach to area

study could be joined to yield useful information and suggestive new insights;

they showed the possibility of circumventing what seemed to be immutable

disciplinary boundatries crisscrossing the study of foreign areas; and they

exposed the preoccupation of pre-War higher education with the American and

Western European tradition.

Post War Pennant

But proponents of disciplinary boundaries as they stood in the mid-

forties, classicists Eastern and Western, and proponents of liberal arts

studies basel primarily on American and Western European history and thought

stood waiting in the wings. Immediately upon the cessation of hostilities

a. bitter argument broke out in the academic journals over the possible academic

relevance of the wartime programs.

As this was a multi-faceted issue, the problems came piecemeal to academic

attention. The first aspect of the wartime programs to be reviewed in the

journals was modern language teaching, a subject which filled the columns of

the Bulletin of the American Association of University Professors for most

of 1945.21 Should teachers or modern languages, it was asked, turn from the

traditional methods of teaching the literatures of these languages to the

mechanical task of inculcating facility in speaking these languages? The

details of this argument need not concern us, but the conclusion does; for
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the out::ome of the discussion was a cautiously phrased recommendation:

It may be that the study of literature should be preceded by
mastery of the language, if there can be time to do it. .

If academic foreign language departments find it feasible to
give instr-action in language before they give instruction in
literature, the Army may indeed haxR worked a minor revolution
in the teaching of the humanities

It It is interesting to realize that within twenty years, these suggestions had

become the standard program for the teaching of modern foreign languages at

the college level.

Foreign area studies, however, could not be assured of a similar future,

partly because the issues were more complex. As Milton Singer has pointed

out, there was both intel,.,ctual and organization resistance to area studies

programs.
23

On the level of organization, both proponents and opponents of

foreign area studies realized that such programs would not fit easily into

institutions organized into departments based, not on regions, but on fields

of knowledge, or disciplines. To opponents of area programs, the opposition

of the regional and disciplinary- principles of institutional organization

seemed a threat to the disciplinary departments, while to the proponents of

area studies, the disciplinary departments posed a threat to area studies

programs. More specifically, opponents of such programs feared that cross-

departmental or cross-college cooperation required to focus instruction in

several fields of knowledge upon a particular world region would weaken the

authority of the units concerned while strengthening the power of the central

administration; alternatively (and this was a very widespread. concern),

regular budgeting by collegiate institutions for expanding area studies

programs was seen as a threat to the claims disciplinary departments could

properly make upon the financial resources of the institution. Finally,

opponents argued, such programs would provide a refuge for incompetents who

tW4661=Miliroammor yomftrylmilmmoLliamme,
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could not make a success of scholarship in a dikscipline proper.2
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To the most enthusiastic proponents of area studies, however, the threat

they clearly posed to regular departmencal organization appeared an oppor-

tunity to insert an entering wedge of organizational reform in an academia

which had "gone to seed." in some respects through the over-rigidities of its

internal divisions. These writers shared a general feeling that the dis-

advantages of departmental specialization had come to outweigh the advantages,

defects which they felt that foreign area studies could, both expose and

remedy.25 Observed W. N. Fenton, rating in 1947 for the Commission on

Implicatiorts of Armed Services Educational Programs of the American Council

on Edueation:

Integrated area study threatens the regular departmental organiza-
tion of the university since by its very nature it calls for a re-
alignment of subject-matter fields and methodologies in order to
concentrate them on the total civilization of a region. . . . By
-pointing to overlaps in the existing curriculum of concurrent
courses and by revealing lacunae that exist between the disciplines,
integrated area study accelerates the trend toward fewer courses
in the liberal college. All bud)" threats to the reduction of the
staff and the number of coir,n with a resultant drop in enzollments,
loss of book ;ees, and decline in budget are resisted by heads of
departments.2°

Associated with this point of view was the belief that area studies

posed a real intellectual alternative to the disciplines. It was argued

that area studies could be considered a new kind of discipline with a body

of knowledge defined by the geographical or cultural region upon which it

was focussed and a methodology drawn from the methodologies of the contribu-

ting disciplines:

The very methodology of integrated area study constitutes a chal-
lenge. In taking a functional view of contemporary civilizations,

jeopirdizes the strong position which the historical method
Is in acade c thinking. . . . Besides relying heavily on the

eAthods ois the functional disciplines, integrated area study uti-
lizes the comparative method. Integrated area study, then,
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maybe defined as the focusing of all the disciplinary competences

(geography, history, economics, language, and literature, philos-
ophy, political science, and the like) upon a cultural area for

the purpose of obtaining a total picture of that culture. A
discipline must have a methodology and a body of knowledge. The

latter is assured, and the former derives from the methodologies

of participating competences which they do not possess uniquely.27

Some, not content with asserting area studies to be a new kind of

disciplines attempted to construct a theory for it.28 This kind of attempt

to make foreign area studies respectable in the eyes of academia was moti-

vated

t(though

this was a strong element). There was also an honest concern on

part of some of these writers with the intellectual implications of the

only partially by a sense of competition with established disciplines

most popular current justifications for foreign area studies, which we may

call the "national service" argument.

national welfare were clearly appalled at the vast gaps in the information

Those who justified area studies for their contribution to the country's

11/
available to American academia revealed by the Second World. War. They argued

that the scholarship of the country had been found wanting in area knowledge

when put to the test of war, and that for the sake of maintaining the peace,

this must not be allowed to happen again. Drawing a comparison with the

failure of interest in foreign areas after World War I, they urged their

colleagues to establish area programs wbtle interest was still strong and

before an expected reversion to isolationism set in. Thus American academia

would also performcould take the lead in dispelling public provincialism and.

a major service to the country by training future government servants to

make better-informed decisions about foreign policy.29

This kind of talk found prompt endorsement in Washington, where it was

soon pushed to extremes. A talk given before a group of educators in 1951 by

-4411"1"11111"11511.11111111111Wd.......1"
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the then Commissioner of Educations Earl McGrath, makes it almost an act

of treason for the universities not to undertake ffreign area studies:

Understanding of other peoples and cultures is fundamental to
enlightened citizenship in our mid-century democracy. As long

as we think about critical public issues and act on vital
setters of public policy on the basis of false or inadequate
information and stereo types1 we will do emve harm to our

position in wend affairs.3u

The dangers of this point of view were apparent to Werner J. Cabnman,

who warned as early as 1948 that uoless area studies became academically

respectable, they would too easily become "the chambermaid of politics"; he

feared that area studies could be used as "a covering term for amore

effective moping of the world for the purpose of imperialistic penetration

and ultimately f war" and would thus become a means of *bending science" to

"motives that are extra-scientific and even antiscientific in character."31

But the claims for area studies as a discipline and the attempts at

theory-building intended to displace the image of foreior area studies as

an arm of government foreign policymaking did not go unchallenged. To the

great majority of scholars in the disciplines contributing to area studies,

foreign areas provided a field in whiJh to demonstrate the general validity

of the findings of the social science disciplines. Concludes a report of a

conference convened by the Social Selene Research Council in 1917 to consider

foreign area research and training:

Throughout the discussion of the objectives of area studies, whether

on a theoretical or a practical level, it was implicit that area

research must be a part of the empirical study of sociology, anthro-

volog economies, or another of the disciplines of the social

sciences, of the humanities, or of the natural sciences. Research

which is carried out in a foreign area must have bearing on the the-

oretical CeveIvpment of these sciences or disciplines, or on their

generalizations. The aims of the universalization of social science

and of interdisciplinary cooperation are not distinc",ve of area

studies but are shared by all modern social science. . . . Area

studies bring comparative and concrete data to bear on general-

ization and theory.
.1,32
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Speaking more directly to the claims made for area studies as a discipline,

George Peter Murdock warned in 1950:33

For some time a tendency has been manifest seriously to exag-
gerate the scientific pretensions of area research. Unless
such claims are pruned to realistic proportions, there is a
danger that area programs may collapse in a welter of shattered
hopes. When realistically viewed, area research cannot be
expected to contribute directly to the advance of pure science
in any of the disciplines concerned with hALL:g. behavior. Like
any scholarly activity, area research can contribute indirecttE
to the sciences dealing with man. . . . But to promote area
studies as a major channel to the mu' h-needed advance of fun-
damental social science is to promise something they cannot
achieve.

While the cloud of controversy over foreign area studies undoubtedly

served to prejudice many intelligent and respectable academics of various

persuasions against them, it did serve to establish some points of departure.

It showed first of all that the belief in area studies as a discipline was

a product largely of the primitive development of some of the social sciences

which contributed to area studies; and it effectively demonstrated that the

weight of scholarly opinion favored development of the disciplines with case-

study and comparative materials to be furnished by area research rather than

,ndoning the disciplines. Thus, seen as an intellectual challenge to the

existing organization of knowledge, area studies were soon proved a failure.34

But this did not mean there was no place for them in American higher educa-

tion. On the contrary, there was general agreement that American higher

educati ;had concentrated too exclusively on the history and thought of

North America and Western Europe; the hope was to generalize both American

higher education and the principles of knowledge arrived at through the

disciplines by adding materials on foreign areas. This left to be solved

the more manageable problem of where in the organizational structure of col-

leges and universities to place foreign area studies programs.
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But even more importantly, the argument that involvement with foreign

areas of any sort on the part of institutions of higher education represented

a national service was never really disposed of. The justifications applied

to the wartime language and area programs contlnued to be applied to postwar

area programs, mainly because they were useful tools in securing support for

those who were quietly going about setting up area programs. Whatever they

may have believed themselves, administrators of foreign area programs found

it helpful to convince university administrators, boards of trustees, and

foundations that national service was involved. Thus was created a habit of

thinking (if not a precedent) which has had important consequences; for the

rhetoric of Litional service which permitted educational institutions to

ask for a share, first foundation resources, then of national resources,

for both instructional programs on the campus and research projects in other

parts of the world, soon permitted the Government to respond by requesting

the universities and colleges, in the name of national service, to lend their

names and personnel to new and different projects in foreign areas under

government auspices.

Planning Development in the 1950s

All this was yet to come, however, dhea in 1950 and 1951 educators in-

terested in the development of foreign area studies sat down under the auspices

of the Social Science Research Council to plan the development of a national

policy for area studies. They defined their task as one dealing exclusively

with graduate education. They acknowledged that "the principal problem which

faces the universities is how they can serve the government's expanding need

for personnel. . . without disrupting the highly important function of

training research scholars "35 and agreed that training for a proper competence
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in any area included "all the usual requirements for a Ph.D. in a discipline

plus concentrated work on a world area"; language competence sufficient for

research purposes, "integrated" background knowledge of the area, and field

research.36 Area Studies were not to displace disciplinary training, but to

supplement it, though it was realized that this woul.'d add as much as three

years to Ph.D. time requirements.37 The products would be enabled to wear

two hats as they chose: the scholar's cap or the administrator's fedora.

As early as 1946 the SSRC had commissioned Robert B. Hall to make a'

survey of exizting area studies programs. Hall had visited 24 universities,

where he found in operation 34 undertow:lug:be area programs, 30 graduate area

programs, and 13 research programs.38 While Latin America, the Far East,

Russia and American studies were well represented among them, there was very

little interest in any other part of Europe, the Near East, Africa, India or

Southeast Asia. Hall found 18 undergraduate, 7 graduate, and 12 research

programs in active planning stages. To winnow what seemed to be academically

respectable and reasonably permanent programs from a host of claims, Hall

applied the following criteria: 1) Did the program have a legal or at least

quasi-legal standing within its institution? 2) Did it include three or more

pertinent dincipliaes, other than language, on something like a basis of

equality? 3) Was adequate instruction provided, and a reasonable competence

required in the language? 4) Was some workable medium of integration employed,

such as joint seminars, cooperative courses, or group-defined objectives and

group analysis of results? Three other requirements were imposed upon programs

in the planning stage: that they were sponsored by "what seemed to be a

respectable faculty group, containing promising leadership"; that they were

favored or at least not actively opposed by the local administration; and
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that they had not attracted. undue faculty opposition.39 Of these criteria,

only the first two dealt with institutional arrangements in a quantifiable

way. "Legal status" evidently indicated that the area program had a home

in some named sub-section of an educational institution, while the three..

discipline-plus-language rule was clear enough. But the remainder of Hall's

criteria involved judgments of quality--a-nd quality, in academic matters,

could be quite ephemeral. Since tue field was already in a state of lively

expansim 1916 when Hall's survey was made, the SSRC invited Wendell C.

Bennett to undertake a second survey to bring the information up to date.

Bennett's criteria for an ideal area program were considerably more

stringent than Hull's. He dealt only with graduate programs (though under-

graduates were also enrolled in many of the programs) and imposed a rule of

five pertinent subjects plus language. He excluded. North American studies

altogether, as Hall had not In addition, he called for the presence of

some "specific mechanisms for integrating the area studies' and for an area

research program concurrent with the course of instruction. Like Hall, he

required official university recognition and support of the program, adequate

library resources for teaching and research, competent instruction by the

intensive spoken-language method in the principal languages of the area, and

emphasis on the contemporary aspects of the area. Unfortunately it is not

clear whether Bennett applied allt of these criteria; or if he did not, which

ones he did apply. In any case he named 29 programs at 28 universities as

integrated area programs, distributed as follows by area:

Far East 8
Latin America 6
Russia 5
Europe 4

Southeast Asia 2
Near East 2
South Asia 1
Africa 1
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Very considerable growth had taken place since Hall's survey five years

earlier, according to Bennett, for Hall, had found in _Iistence only 13 inte-

grated area programs (Latin America 60, Far East 4, Russia 3 ).41 Nevertheless,

the distribution of interest in foreign areas had not changed much, for the

Far East, Latin America and Russia still claimed the majority of the programs,

while Africa, the Near East, South and Southeast Asia were covered by a total

of six programs. Development was needed in all the disciplines, but espe-

cially those relying on written materials, such as history, literature and

philosophy, for these is areas.
42

The major problem, as Bennett saw it,

was one of ways and means. "Ultimately, the federal government must furnish

financial support for the type of training that its activities demand," he

wrote.
43

Meanwhile the Indic and Iranian Committee of the ACIS had begun a program

of revitalization. In 1947 it asked the ACIS to widen the disciplinary

representation of the membership to include a historian, an anthropologist,

and a sociologist and proposed that the committee be converted into a Com-

mittee on Southern Asia jointly responsible to the ACTS and the SSRC, with

a broadened geographic scope including two representatives for Southeast Asia.44

A three-year grant was provided by the Carnegie Foundation, and in 1951 the

group published a ten-year development plan for South and Southeast Asian

studies which ia in many ways characteristic of academic thinking concern-

ing the development of area studies at this time. The committee recommended

that the "main focus of development" should be restricted to "existing

centers" at Columbia, California, Pennsylvania, Cornell and Yale, in the

current shortage of personnel.
45

The Committee retained a link with the past

in its second recommendation that an American Institute of South Asian
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Studies be established in Delhi. A third and associated recommendation was

for fellowship aid for students, and other recommendations dealt with sub-

sidizing scholarly literature by means of a monograph purchase fund and

called for the publication of a South Asia Quarterly Accessions List by the

Library of Congress as an aid to scholarship. The Committee estimated that

some $300,000 a year would be required for the support of the five centers

for Southern Asia Studies; $100,000 a year for graduate fellowships, $50,000

a year for field support for thesis research; $12,500 a year for summer

grants, $25,500 a year for an American Institute; $5,000 a year for a mono-

graph purchase program, and $11,500 a year for support of a coordinating

committee on South Asia. Foundation support was essential to meet this

annual bill of some $504,500, but the Committee foresaw that it alone mad

be insufficient and also called for federal support. Looking ahead to the

end of the ten -year development period, they concluded with the hope that the

programs would by then have won enough local support as a feature of general

education for the universities themselves to undertake their funding on a

46
regular basis.

Reflecting the Committee's assessment of the demand and of the likeliest

source of support, the report proposed to train a minimum of 750 Southern

Asia scholars and specialists at the graduate level in the next ten years,

250 for the universities and 500 for the government and the professions.
47

As centers uf instruction, the Southern Asia centers will offer

primarily courses of graduate studies adapted to the needs of both

prospective governmental specialists and future Southern Asia basic

research scholars. . . In addition to providing for students within

the normal university framework, these centers will be equipped to

offer short-term training courses in the language and general

characteristics of the area whenev so requested by the govern-

ment or by business organizations.40
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As focal points of continuing basic research, the centers will be
particularly well equipped to undertake special research assign-
ments on contract or retainer at t request of governmental
agencies or private organizations.`*,

Thus the Committee extended a clear invitation to Government to bargain: in

return for government support of university facilities for area training earl

'research, government agencies would be free to call upon these same centers

for purposes of interest to them. This invitation (and others like it) was

heard and heeded; as a result of it, American universities (and same colleges)

within ten years plunged into an era of entirely new activities in foreign

areas through the medium of contracts with government agencies. In the eints

the only major error in the prediction was an error of scale. The Committee's

requests were far too modest; and the developmental sums that actually came

forth were, as a member of the group has admitted, beyond his or anyone else's

dreams.
50

It is difficult to see what other alternatives were available to the

Committee. As we have seen, conservatism among faculty members and the small-

ness of university developmental resources combined to produce both insti-

tutional and intellectual resistances to the development of foreign area

studies. Faced with faculty doubts and budgetary limitations, university

administrators could only proceed cautiously in the field. The developers'

only other feasible alternative was to create a counter-weight of support in

the foundations and government with which to go to their administrators with

requests for matching funds. And this was the financial history of the next

decade. For half of that period, the foremost scurce of funds was the Ford

Foundation, reorganized. in 1951 as a national philanthropy. Between 1952

and 1964 it is said to have allocated some $138 million for grants "d :signed
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to improve American competence to deal with international problems," of

which ()tout half was used to strengthen non-Western language and area studies.
51

In the same period, Rockefeller and Carnegie very much slowed the tempo of

their grants; Rockefeller gave some $5 million in grants and Carnegie $4

million, the latter generally in support of curricular innovations.-52

Feder 1 Aid to Foreign Loge and Area Studies

While Foundation aid, generous as it was, supported the programs at the

major universities through the 1950s, representatives of various academic

organizations concentrated their efforts in Washington. Although the story

of these negotiations is not yet on record, the major part in securing

federal support for modern foreign language tcaching and foreign area studies

appears to have been played by the officers of the Modern Language Associa-

tion of America, William Parker and Kenneth Mildenberger
53 and by the ACIS,

which played a major role in establishing a list of "critical languages" which

determined what foreign area programs would receive federal support. What

became the National Defense Education Act of 1958 as in the drafting process

o:sc the Office of Education when the news of the first Soviet satellite burst

on the American public. Proponents of federal aid to scientific and many

other kinds of education saw this as an unexpected opportunity to convince

the public of the soundness of their case, and a bill embodying federal aid

to science, mathematics and foreign language education at levels from the

primary school to the college was introduced as a measure of "national

defense" and "critical national interest."

Conservatives at once objected. that the "national securer" argument

was being used to facilitate general federal aid, to and t. ,f ;fore federal

control of education. Wrote Senator Barry Goldwater:
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This bill and the foregoing remarks of the majority remind. me of
an old Arabian proverb: "If the camel once gets his nose in the

tent, his body will soon follow." If adopted, the legislation

will mark the inception of ad, supervision, and ultirately control

of education in this country by Federal authorities.54

The sponsors of the bill agreed that "national security" was a convenient

fabrication. Representative Frank Thompson (N. J.) testified three years

later that:

I viewed the legislation as, in a sense, in the best sense of the

word, a gimmick. We had to sell it to a normally hostile Congress,

and I think a magnificent job was done in selling it.

The act, he added, "in large measure f')llowed in the wake of Sputnik, without

which I do not think we would have been able tro pass it. ,.55 Thus an argument

current in the academic world since the end of the Second World War an a

justification for foreign area programs became the means of introducing

Federal support which has both extended foreign language and area programs

and, paradoxically, induced educational institutions to accept more and more

of the regular budgeting of these centers on a matching funds basis.

So inevitable had become the necessity for Federal support that Title VI

(part A) of theme, dealing with college and university language and area

centers, proved in the public hearings almost the least controversial aspect

of the bill. It did not affect states' rights in elementary and secondary

education; it was specific and clearly related to national needs; aid the

principle of the relationship of modern language and area training established

in the Second World War was not questioned. There were few direct lobbies

for language or area studies programs at any of the various hearings held on

the bill (1958, 1959, 1961, 1964), other than officers of the NIA and its

Center for Applied Linguistics, who testified in 1958 and 1959, and represen

tatives of the ACLS, which had sponsored a survey of the foreign language

position for the purposes of the Act. Almost no business or comWOCial
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associations spoke at any of the hearings for the necessity of modern foreign

language facility, despite the Government's expressed concern for their

interests. The-single exception was the National Farmers Union, whose

representative stated at the 1964 hearings that the lack of language knowl-

edge was felt to hamper the development of overseas markets:

It was President Kennedy who first gave impetus to the doctrine

that our envoys overseas, at all levels, should speak the lan-

guage of the country they are domiciled in. The Russians do this.

The Japanese do this. But for some reason beyond the understand-

ing of the 250,000 arm families we represent, America only makes

a try at doing it.50

The only mention of opposition to the provisions of Title VI at any of

the hearings came from an area studies organization calling itself the

National Committee on Undergraduate Training in Oriental Studies, whose

representative, Professor Stanley Spector of the Dtpartment of Chinese and

Japanese, Washington University, St. Louis, ascribed to fears of budgetary

inadequacy academic opposition to the intrcductioi of "languages such as

Swahili, Chinese gng Japanese." His organization's major concern, however,

was not to end Federal aid to foreign language and area programs, but to

extend the Act't largesse to institutions which did not maintain elaborate

graduate programs.57

Title VI itself authorized direct federal subvention for administrative

units of particular educational institutions termed in the Act "language and

area centers." Federal support was not to exceed 5% of the cost of items

later specified as language and area instruction, institutional overhead,

library acquisitions and processing, administration, faculty travel to

foreign areas, and special lectures and conferences.
58

Also authorized in

the same Title were research studies to develop more effective methods of

teaching modern foreign languages and to prepare urgently needed teaching
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materials in many of the "critical languages," and fellowships for students

of the supported languages, to provide the new centers with customers. On

the advice of the ACIS, Commissioner of Education Lawrence Derthick, released

a bulletin in 1959 listing Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Hindustani,

Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish as languages most needed

for brsiness and diplomatic relations.
59 Of these, French, German, Italians

and Spaniab. were excluded frohn support becuase adequate teaching facilities

already existel, leaving the remaining six "most critical languages" to

determine which world areas would receive the first Federal funds in 1959.

This list was elaborated during May and June 1959 into three categories,

including the six "most critical languages," where a number of Centers must

be expanded, strengthened or created, and where intensive language courses

could be made available frequently at widely distributed locations; other

national and official languages and important =official languages Ouches

Javanese, Hausa, Swahili, Afrikaans, Cambodian, Singhalese, and Tamil), for

which it least two language and area centers should make courses available

annually; and other languages for which there should be at least one center,

with biennial intensive courses available and resources for more frequent

offerings in ease of emergency.(4 During 1960 Spanish was added to the

first list as Latin. American centers came under the purview of the support

provisions of the Act and a group of 59 languages including most African

languages not already enumerated were placed. in the third category.61

One of the reasons for the lack of interest in Title VI was that the

financial outlay involved in it was relatively modest compared to that of

other provisions of the Act. While about $300 millici of the estimated total

$840 million allocated for the first four years under the Act was devoted

to student loans, for exaci)le, only about $32 million was to be t4ended
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under Title VI in the same period, and of this, only about $6 million went

for direct support to administrative ylits.

Even with this modest outlay, the Office of Education proceeded cautiously

in implementing the program. Of the 100 applications for support under Title

VI received by May, 1959, the Office selected 19 for academic year 1959-60

with a total outlay of just under $500,000. The following year, "the only

year in which large-scale expansion took place,
1162

27 new centers were added

and $1,575,000 allocated. The Office of Education began academic year 1961-62

by adding one new center in Russian studies at a southern university, partly

to strenstben the regional distribution of centers, with an allocation of

$1,750,000; but after the Alliance for Progress was announced, Office of

Education policy, in accordance with national policy, altered.63 Spanish was

added to the list of "most critical languages" and five new centers for Latin

American studies, four of them in the South, were added. in February 1962

through an advance allocation of $100,000 from the next year's funds.

From this time on the available Federal funds were fully committed, as

it was the practice to renew contracts at the same level of support as during

previous years, to enable academic administrators to plan programs with

reasonable assurance of support, In the words of the Office of Education

report, "The Federal funds available under the Title VI appropriation have

been insufficient to meet the expanding needs of the language and area centers

program since that time.
"64 During 1962-63, therefore, one new center for

UralicsAltaic studies was added; and during the following academic year

(1963-64) by means of funds transferred from the fellowship program, a new

South Asia center, a new African center, and doubled support to another

African center were authorized. By 1964 a total of 55 centers at 34 insti-

tutions of higher education were receiving support, distributed by world
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East Asia 11 Middle East 8
Slavic and East Europe 10 South Asia 7
Asian-Slavic 2 Latin America 7

32.

&i - Saharan Africa 5

Southeast Asia 3
Uralic- Altaic 2

In terms of proportions of the funds devoted to these regions, East Asia,

which claimed close to 30% of the funds allocated during 1959-60, fell to

just under 20% in 1963; Slavic and Russian studies grew from just under 20%

to just over 24 of the funds allocated in the same period; and Slavic-East

Asian studies now claims 3 to 4% of the resources, for a total for these

areas of about 45% of total Federal monies expended on language and area

programs. Near and Middle Eastern Studies remained statimary at about 13%

of the total in 1963,as did South Asia, while Latin America in the same

period increased its share from about 10% to about 16% of Federal resources.

African Studies' claims on Federal monica increased from about 1 to 7%

in the same period; Southeast Asian studies grew only from about 3% to about

4% of the resources, and UraliciAltaic's share has decreased, relative to

%, 66
others, from close to 10% to about l.

This assignment of funds continues, therefore, to parallel the general

public assessment of the relative political importance of various world

areas, and the Title VI administrators in the U. S. Office of Education

themselves have stated that "the paramount weaknesses at the end of five

years of BEA still appear to be chiefly in Africa and South and Southeast

Asia. "67

There have been no official reports on the NDEA. Centers since the quints

quenniel report appeareds from which most of these figures are taken. Support

to Title VI continued at the $8 million level through 1964-65, but vas

increased to $13 million for 1965 -66 and continues to increase gradually until
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fiscal year 1968, when it will reach $18 raillion.68 The large increase in

1965 permitted the Office of Education to designate 30 new centers (14 for

graduate study, lb for undergraduate study), but budgeting will permit the
49

addition of only a few new centers per year therecfter. It is significant

that the majorif4 of the new centers are at institutions of undergraduate

instruction.

On balance, the results of this experieme for area studies up to now

have been happy ones. }IDEA administrators pant with pride to the assertion

of Dr. Logan Wilson, president of the American Council on Education, that

Federal aid. had not brought federal control in its wake, and to his comment

that "rarely has a small. amount of money been so well and productively
70invested.0George R. Tayler, writing in The Annals of the /aerie= Aca.ist

of Political ft,nd Social Science, reports flat4 that "this act has been

administered with scrupulous respect for the independence and dignity of the

academic profession. "71

Title VI administrators in the Office of Education, har ever, claim much

more than this for their stewardship. They have contended that Foundation

Amds avvtilable for the development of language and area programs, while they

served to abate fears that area studies Irograms would drain financial support

away from more traditional departments, actually left area programs in a

"financially precarious position" because area programs funded on this basis

did not develop any strong claims to regular institutional support.72 Never-

theless, they acknowledge that the years of Foundation support in the middle

1950's did settle the intellectual arguments which plagued area studies pro-

grams at their inception, thus permitting organisational work to proceed, and

produced. general agreement that neither the disciplines as the building blocks
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of knowledge nor the departments as the buil& ee blocks el' instituA.nne would

be challenged.73

This detente, Title VI admirdstra4lors clai n, increased the willingness

of the universities to undertake the funding of language and area stuilies on

a regular basis; but in this they were encouraged by the entrance of the

Federal government into the field. Federal matching fund requirements,

according to the authors of liDEA Leevuoge and Area Centers: -The First Five

Leal, forced universities to undertake regular budgeting for these progrates;

but the universities were 'leeeely for it, as shown in an analysis made in the

Office of Education of the budgets a a grow of 2 centers whose expendie

tures as early' as 1961-62 and 1962-63 showed that only 20 to 30% of the total

cost was being borne from Federal fund.s.
74 This willinegiess to underwrite

the centers, according to Title VI administrators, shows "the extent to which

the language and area center concept had found acceptance in the academic

community.x,75

It is so hat difficult to answer the question of just what kind of

unit the universities and colleges bad now agreed to support. Although the

authors of a 1962 review of the accasplishments of language and area centers

consider them "a new and pervasive force in American higher education," they

Office of Education was established to administer the National Defense

nevertheless adz. it that at the time the Language Develaxent Section of the

formelly delineated." At the core of the concept they find "the idea that

Education Act of 1958, "the center concept was not then or subsequently ever

m

it was desirable to supplant the single scholar in a non-Western civilization
77by a group of specialiste"; but beyond this, "the Language Develop ent Sec-

tion in no way prescribed t'ae direction of growth which a center was to

take. The doctrine of 'local, option'--the center's right to self-

determinationprevailed from the beginning. "?6
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As a result; centers were located wherever convenience dictated--in a

language department, in a department or department-like unit whose work as

interdisciplinary in nature, such as a Russian or Far Eastern Studies depart-

ment; or as a tight or loose interdepartmental enterprise (sometimes because

centers were not welcome in departments). In most cases, the centers

"
encourage and coordinate" teaching and research programs, rather than assume

responsibility for actual teaching, so that communication, cooperation and

coordination are their mein functions. Visitors to the centers, according

to the authors of the 1962 review, focnd them to be "something both more and

less than an academic department."
79

In fact, very little is known of the operation of these centers. It
would seem that their ability to perform their conomication and coordination

activities would be greatly affected not only by the general organization of

the university and by the interest and ability of center officers, but by

where in the organizational structure the center is placed and its informal

organization. While Axe lroi and Bigelow's report is filled with insights

into these problems,80 it is far from systematic or complete in its treat-

nut, and it has not been joined by anything more elaborate in the inter: al

since its publication. It has the further disadvantage of treating mainly

centers in large and organizationally elaborate institutions of graduate

training, so that no information in the experience of NDEA centers more

recently established at undergraduate institutions is now available.

This material, illustrates a difficulty of conducting a discussion of

educational change upon the basis of national surveys: material gathered on

a national level tends to remain a recounting of individual differences

resolved by the application of a few general similarities, behind which it

is possible only to glimpse the actual organizations at work. It is not

1,1
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easy to discover from materials of this sort how change actually takes place.

Consetuencea

An unexpectedly rapid percolation of foreign area studies to the under-

graduate level was the result of both Foundation and national funding of

these programs.
81

An enormous service literature now began to grow up about

the subject of area studies as the earliest established foreign area pro-

grams became models to later comers. Every institution with a foreign area

course seemed to have at least one faculty member who felt duty bound to

rush a description of the course into print.82

One of the liveliest and longest-lived discussions has concerned the

problem of how to translate the university programs in usable form to the

level of the smaller liberal, arts colleges; and it is in this literature

that the discussion has been most narrowly focused on area studies purely as

a curriculum issue,
83

Smaller colleges with limited resources have consis-

tently claimed that they cannot invest in large numbers of specialists in the

non - Western regions and have sought ways to add material on foreign areas

without radically altering the existing shape of their curricular offerings.

In finding ways to meet this problem they have sought advice at certain major

universities which have become identified with particular approaches to the

matter. Of these, the most discussed have perhaps been the historical and

literary approach used at Columbia. University, and the integrated inter-

disciplinary approach focussing on problms or distinctive features of foreign

civilizations worked out at the University of Chicago.81/

Through this discussion, foreign area studies have gained much in in-

tellectual respectability; and they have now come to be rewarded as an

ordinary part of liberal education in may quarters. H. G. Creel, writing

in 1959 on Chinese studies in general education, felt that "it would be
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excessively 'ivory tower' to hold that general education should notQ . .

give students a certain minimum of knowledge of the world in which they

live.
165 W. T. DeBary, remarking five :pars later on the general recognition

that foreign area studies had achieved as a part of liberal education, was

not inclined to give =oh credit to foreign area studies specialists for

this achievemant:

In 1950 one had to argue the point with proponents of so-called
'non-Western studies' that broadening of the curriculum should
be considered in the context of liberal education as a whole and
not simply offered as a response to the shift in the world rower
balance.co

Nevertheless, the continuing flood of exhortations to colleges and schools

to add foreign area programs suggests that not everyone has been convinced;

DeBanr, as late as 1964, devoted an entire lecture "to show how a world

outlook is rooted in and deeply relevant to the traditional concerns of

liberal learning. s'`.

The admission of foreign area studies to the banquet table of liberal

learning has had many repercussions. Among the first to feel the effect were

the classicu3. Orientalists, who .;onclucied in a discussion of the place of

Oriental studies in a university curriculum held at the 1955 annual meeting

of the American Oriental Society:

Oriental study needs to set its own house in order if it is to

gain admission to university curriculums on a greater scale.
There should be an end to overspecialization; a definition of the

field and of the basic caapetences required of an 'orientalist' ;

a much greater enthusiasm. . . to teach Oriental literatures in
translation. An. ; and finally, support and encouragement of

area studic$.°0

The assembled learned gentlemen regretfully agreed that so much emphasis had

been placed by Orientalists on compe.:ence in the 'anguages of the Orient

that general subjects such as world literature were being taught by scholars
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without any competence in matters Oriental; they urged that the competence

of Orientalists be enlarged to include a "minimum common core" of history,

literature and art so that the graduate Orientalist will become "a definable
12e%

quantity in the administrator's eyes," like a graduate psychologist."'

Next to take alarm were members of departments of Classics. A writer

in the Classical Journal warned classicists in 1963 that "within the next

few decades liberal arts education. . . will shift considerably from its

present focus on the traditions 01 We:ate-Ln Eurol.r... to a wider view of the

world and man's responsibility in its "90 and, that the "total elacational

impact" of departments of classics is "likely to decrease in the long run.

directly in proportion to the decrease in the emphasis on Western civiliza-

tion. "91 Reviewing possible strategies for dealing with this development, he

rejects such tactics as accepting and then dragging heels as was done in

opposing the abolition of required Latin; a sales climpaign for Classics is

unsuitable, because "all the other disciplines will be and are conducting

sales campaigns, and their claims are all justified";92 while the course of

proclaiming the "absolute value of the classics" has the disadvantage of

limiting that classicists will be asked to teach to a few "peat books" and

bars tb.ma from handling the interrelationships of art, history and literature.93

The only remaining alternative, according to this writer, is to take the eaemy

into camp by inviting scholars of "classical China and classical India" to

become members of Classics Departments and by creating a new, world

cls.ssicism.94

What all this discussion really signifies, of course, is that foreign

area studies by percolating to the undergraduate level has gained access to

the mainstream of American higher education. This event has been hastened

by the concurrent emergence of a new kind of literature, the national-level
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report- on,..thestete- of what has come to be called "international education"

in one or another of its selected aspects. Directly descended from such

early surveys of the state of area studies as Hall and Bennett, what has

now become a distinguishable elms of literature in its own right has grown

from an endowment given by the Carnegie Corporation to the American Council

on Education in 1950 for a program intended to stimulate educational insti-

tutions (mainly undergraduate institutions) to make inventories of their

resources and plan development of their activities in world affairs. It
includes a long series of titles financed by the Carnegie en6.olmient which

review teArbing on various foreign areas in various disciplines, the place

of the foreign student in American higher education, the need. of the citizen

for international education, and similar topics.% But undoubtedly its

most prestigious representative has been the report of the Committee on the

University and World Affairs ("The Morrill Committee") organized in 1959 by

the Ford Foundation.

The Committee, which included such representatives of Government as

Arthur S. Flea:m.1ml then Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, Senator

J. W. Fuibright, aid Secretary of State Dean Rusk, also included Foundation

representatives (Job, W. Gardner of Carnegie Corporation, later Director of

AID), business men (Harold Boeschenstein, president of Owens-Corning Fiber-

glass, Philip D. Reed., former chairman of the board, General Electric

Coliporation), and ecademics (Franklin D. Murphy, Chancellor of MLA., Harvie

Branscomb, Chancellor of Vanderbilt University, and J. L. Morrill, chairman

of the committee and former president of the University of Minnesota).

The burden of the Committee's report was that greatly increased, planned

response on the part of American universities to "heavy new demands" for
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"direct service" to society would be required in the decade of the 196006

There mast be "a lifting of sights that will transcend, . . the limited aims

of 'technical assistance' and 'netional defence" on the part of both

government and the universities.
97 There must be "higher priority for world

affairs in education" on the part of the universities, and for education in

internatimalpeogram on the part of government. For the American insti-

tutions of higher education which were to assume these new functions in

"direct international service," there must be "improved organization and

cooperation."

What some of these "heavy new demands" for "direct serv3ce" on the part

of American universities would be was spelled out in no uncertain terms

by the Report. World affairs should become an important and permanent dimen-

sion of undergraduate education everywhere; "many universities (more than at

present) should become diversified centers of strength to train specialists

in world affairs." Special programs should be developed for foreign students;

American universities should undertake institution -to- institution cooperation

with universities in foreign countries and should furthermore undertake im-

mediate planning for such an eventuality. They warned that "what may often

be needed is a long-range, university-wide approach, under the highest auspices,

to the total complex of substantive activities and administrative arrangements

patchwork of particularism" which "does not represent a policy so much as

in the international field."98

n foreign

modest precedent for the kind of support that is needed, "99 but dubbed it

Q a,

t11
4

Committee foresaw, would require federal, state, foundation, and private en-

terprise funding. They saw the National Defense Education Act of 1958 as

series of separate reactions to current emergencies.

The etrance of the universities into direct forei assistance, the

MO
They called
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for expansion or the act "to provide further support for the world affairs

activities of universities," giving their blessing to the matching funds

principle with some reservations.101

A final recommendation concerned the need for "improved educational

leadership and machinery for cooperation" both within Government and among

the various American educational institutions involved in world affairs.

For this purpose, the Report called for the creation of a new private organi-

zation to act ar an informational clearing house and to facilitate coopers.-

tion of the desired kind.: This 7-ecommendation took form as Education arts

World Affairs, Inc. 01440, a. nonprofit organization whose researches into

the questions and. problems raised by the Morrill Committee report have

enriched this stream of literature.

Ford responded to the Committee's recommendations by informing certain

universities in the same year that it was willing to consider making long-

term, university-level grants for various phases of international education

if the universities would undertake the responsibility for scrutiny and

review of the projects fwaded under such grants. This announcement had the

effect of sending those universities which did not already possess them into

a mad scrwmble,to organize offices of international studies and international

programs (usually termed institutes) reporting either to the President or to

some officer close to him, in order to indicate to the Foundation, their pre-

reredness and ability to administer new woo:rams. Since 1962 a series of

publications has rated universities on their organization for international

service. These ratings usually consist of a description of what the univer-

sity is doing in the field of teaching about foreign areas, in foreign lan-

guage teaching, in receiling and integrating foreign students, in research
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on foreign areas, and in development assistance to these areas, followed ly

an analysis of the organization of the administrative units which deal with

these activities and of the means of "integration" they employ to communicate

their activities to other units of the university.
1

It is significant that

Michigan State University, whose development assistance activities in Viet

Nam have recently come under severe criticism, does well in such ratings.
103

Government relations with the universities have come in for the same sort

of scrutiny, usually accompanied by severe criticism of both sides, in the

same period.1°4 In all of these publications, the view of foreign area studies

that is taken comes very much closer than ever before to realizing an early

poet-Second World War fear that foreign area studies would be seen as an arm

of American foreign policy.
105

Thus both Gardner's report on AID and the

Morrill Report, for example, stress that government agencies using the uni-

versities and their personnel as a resource must pay, and pay generously in

overheard, to strengthen the universities for foreign service by helping them

to enlarge their foreign area training facilities.
1
6 Through the care and

circumspection of Federal agencies and the purposeful involvement of academics

at every level of responsibility for these international activities, what

could certainly be an unpleasant rand demaging political controversy has not

arisen. What is quite clear is that area studies programs in many univer-

sities have been transplanted to and embedded in a new milieu, both of

organization and of overseas activities. Whatever the direction in which

foreign, area programs travel in the future, it is quite clear that things will

never be quite the same again. High level involvement of the universities,

the Foundations, and the Government have already caused profound changes in

the universities' relationship to foreign areas. It is safe to say that these

changes will continue.
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The Role of the Colleges in the Newa onsper

While the colleges are for the most part (but not entirely) excluded

from the cxciting new international activities to 'which the universities

have been invited, they have not been iannred in the agbViEr c±

reports on international education.
107

Thus the Association of American

Colleges' 1964 survey of non- Western studies in the liberal arts college

begins with the assertion that "the question whether systematic study of the

'non- Western' world should be incorporated into liberal. education is one
that no college can hope to avoid.

n103
Of the Association's 848 members,

163 were excluded from the survey because they were not liberal arts colleges;

152 failed to reply and 51 stated that in no courses was any part of the

"non-Western" world considered. Four hundred eighty-two colleges stated

that they maintained some kind of activity (including extracurricular

activity) concerning the no:- Western areas, and 440 offered courses, includ-

ing, those with less than 5 "non-Western" content. But the distribution

of courses by world area shows that the majority of attention is devoted to

Russia and Eastern Europe, East Asia (or Asia in general), and Latin America.

When "infusion" courses with less than 50% "non-Western" content were added

to courses whose main focus was on a non-Western area, Russia and Eastern

Europe led with 875 courses, East Asia (or Asia in general) followed with

656 courses, and Latin America ran a close third with 625 courses. All

other world areas ran fax behind, with 149 courses on Africa and 52 on

Southern Asia; and when infusion courses were excluded, less than a seventh

of courses were devoted to areas outside Russia, East Asia (or Asia in gen-

eral) and Latin, America.

Despite the larger number of courses devoted, to Russia, the Commission

apparently felt that the quality of work on East Asia was superior, for it
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remarked that "Of all -the cultural areas covered by substantial work at the

undergraduate level, East Asia, with special reference to China, and the

Chinese language, is ,,Ilre-eminent. . For no other cultural area are course

offerings in general as complete and meaningful as for the Far East.°"-°9

The report also noted a feature of area studies programs in the colleges

which is evident.,., more characteristic of the colleges than of the univer-

sitiesinter-institutional cooperation. Some 102 of the 482 colleges

reporting any non-western activity maintained some form of interinstitutional

cooperation, excluding arrangements for sending faculty or students indi-

vidually to avail themaelves of offerings elsewhere. A variety of coopera-

tive arrangements included everything from student option to work at other

institutions to joint sponsorship of lectures and art exhibits, joint library

purchases and use of library facilities, joint faculty seminars and sharing

of faculty with other institutions.
0

While the Association of American Colleges was investigating the spread

of foreign area studies in the colleges, Education and World Affairs was

distributing a report on the college situation modelled on its earlier The

University.andWorlstAfAirs. "An Autonomous committee, brought together and

financed by a grant frown the Edward W. Hazen Foundation," the group consisted

cf the presidents of Haverford, Dartmouth, Elmira, Mills and Carleton Colleges,

the president of Duke University, the provost of Dartmouth, a professca. of

history at Indiana University, and representatives of Education and World

Affairs and the Ford. Foundation. The report, known as the Nason Report,

called upon colleges to carry out a "revolution in education" "required by

the conditions of the modern world" and "essential to survival and implicit

in the nature of liberal learning,"
111

This revolution was to be accomplished

by the introduction of such new approaches as comparative analysis in cid

Ifirir4"
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courses and by adding new courses concerned specifically with non-Western

112
The colleges were urged to take the approaches of such univer-

sities as Michigan, Columbia and ilhicago as models in curriculum reform.

lehaAptin 41111^93ftA
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policy on the part of a Foundation or public agency which would provide a

financial incentive to colleges to carry out its recommendations, although

some incentive of this kind is given by the U. S. Office of Education's

decision to award more and more NDEA language and area center contracts to

undergraduate institutions, and Foundations have tended to look favorably on

requests from colleges for funds for cooperative programs.113 So far. thz

most direct tangible result has been the organization of a standing committee

on Intercultural Education by Education and World Affairs. The more general-

ized propaganda of the last ten years and the availability to colleges of

more and more graduate products of university foreign area programs appear

to have accomplished the same aim, however, for the columns of such publica-

tions as the Newsletter of the Association for Asian Studies are filled with

announc'nents of new programs on foreign areas at more and more educational

institutions. Foreign area studies, in short, bid fair to become a fashion

in higher education. While the report specifically did not suggest that

colleges should attempt to emulate the universities' participation in

foreign assistance programs, some have not hesitated to do so.11
4

Unless

colleges form consortia to carry out these activities, however, their

activities in this field will be considerably more than the universities.

In the universities, the tendency seems to be to view the colleges with

the high schools as appropriate recipients of experience and knowledge

diffused from university centers. Just as universities are now expected to

-.+11.101V, 7
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undertake direct educational developmmtin.forsiga areas, there is coming

to be a new expectation-that university centers of foreign area studies

should undertake educational eevelopment in the high schools ana colleges.

Thus the December 1965 Princeton Conference on Foreign Language and Area

Studies in American High Schools and Colleges, sponsored by the Office of

Education with NDEA funds, recommended that "all institutions should be

encouraged to develop representative offerings in at least one area language

combination," but since this goo.: --s at some distance, "in the interim it

would be advantageous to create a nationwide network of cooperative programs

each serving several colleges."115 The experience of those university

language and area centers which have attempted this type of service program,

according to the recommendations of the conference, "suggests that one or

the most effective interim ways of extending lakguage and area instruction

to the secondary schools is for such university centers to service several

schools in the surrounding areas on a cocurrieular or extracurricular bosis.
0116

Thus more service to the educational community at large maybe expected of

university area studies programs in the future.117

Foreign Area Studies and the Disciplines

Despite all that has been said about the organizational detente which

developed between area studies and the depaxtments, there still remains a

real question as to the impact of the study of foreign areas upon the disci-

p/lnes. As a first approximation to answering this question, it may be said

that it depends partly upon the discipline and more upon the foreign arsa.

Thus, Latin American studies seem to have had little impact on the contributory

disciplines in terms either of mew methodology or new theoretical insights

118

arising from the study of these areas. Africa, on the other hand, is admitted

,r4.1110400..W1.411,44-V...45.44-- 14.44111...,4* 4 *44 t.4.44.4.4.4.44.4444,
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on all sides to have wrought profound changes in disciplines which have Us.

ditionally relied largely on written materials for evidence, such as history

and political science, and to have contributed very (Rattly to the emergence

_s
UL

sew areas. of es AL ".1
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such as sociolinguistics.1" Somewhere midway between Latin America and

Africa in their itstact on the discipline stand the major areas of Asia.M

While there is manifest a certain tendency on the part of area specialists

each to claim for "his" region the honor of introducing new theoretical

peeispectives in one or More disciplines, area specialists can properly

assert with Felix Me Keeling, in his 1954 presidential address to the Associas

tion for Asian Stun es, that area studies, focussing both disciplinary and

interdisciplinary approaches upon a region, have been "a strong contributing

1121
factor to a rapprochement between the humanities ihd the social sciencee4'

This rapprochement has been affected by the cultural and social p eculiarities

of particular world areas, which have forced scholars whose disciplines

have been developed upon types of evidence peculiar to "Western" culture to

turn to the techniques of other disciplines when confronted with unfamiliar

world areas and gaps in the kinds of data they are accustomed to use.

This development has not been without its discomforts. Comaained

Keesing,

It is difficult enough to keel up with the internal elaboration

os our oeis , e-s iseses.ses- ieeetee thaA....24.14.2 al 4,R.14 feyr.4 Im.ta 4 irides

discourse of two disciplines makes him a rarity, perhaps even a
suspicious ,haracter; and for an interdisciplinary group to
learn to respond to cons= symbols, without one or another g91ng
under ignominiously, calls for prolonged. and painful effort.442

VIe need more talbing, and if possible writ on what each of
our disciplines may contribute to the other in the study of foreign

areas, and that somehow in forms that will not debase the curs
rencies :;nvolved. . . The prAlems of intercommunication at this
explicit level are very rea1.4g3
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--Perlacpsthe -difficulties-It a mutual intellectual reorientation are responsible

for the rapid demise of most of the large interdisciplinary group research

projects on foreign areas which seemed so promising a means of forwarding

foreign area e-ttety in 1:51* ea:i:Ur POStii= Nee'th'lefIS tha Vanr

characteristics of the foreign areas being studied forced the researchers

involved to continue the quest for new approaches; and what could not be ac-

complished by face-to-face confrontation has been carried out, instead, by

private research and written coommication through the journals.

Foreign Area Studies az.,..anidOr zational Aotiv-ities

The need for communication among scholars of different disciplines inter-

ested in pexticular world areas has been mirrored in both organizational

activity and the appearance of journals devoted to particular world areas in

the last twenty years. Of the academic organizations devoted to foreign

areas, perhaps the oldest and largest is the Far Eastern Association, founded

in 1942, reorganized es a scholarly ream:viatica in 1947, and enlarged to

become the Association for Asian Studies in 1955. its journal, the old Far

Eastern now renamed.the Journal of Asian Studiessi represents well

scholarly yublications of such organizations, it carries articles on all

parts of Asia from Pakistan to Korea, with the heaviest contributions in

the fields. of literature, history, politics and economics; a large section

of each issue is devoted to reviews of szholarly literature and one extra

issue each year contains a bibliography, yearly becoming noticeably fatter,

of scholarly works concArning these world areas published in the United States,

Britain, and the countries themselves.

The Association's membership now stands at something over 3000 and its

organization is rather elaborate, reflecting its wide range of activities.

N4.1 0.144$ ,yeal.~...b.by y
,



Bi Sacretariet,--the Associationemaintains aemerbesn-comaittees in two

categories, one administrative and the other project-oriented. The adminis-

trative committees perform the usual tasks of setting up the annual program,

sponsoring monographs, and the journal and maintaining ties with other

organizations such as the ACLS and UNESCO. The project committees are de-

signed more to serve specific professional needs of segments of the meter-

ship interested in South or East Asia than to further the cause of Asian

studies in general, These committees are supported by special Foundation

grants, such as those provided by the Rockefe13.er Foundation for the Committee

on Chinese Thought and the South Asia Cortenittee. Among the tasks of the

project committees are scholarly publications and the development of

graduate' training programs. From both the funding of the project committees

and their scope of activity, it can be seen that there is an organizational

tendency within the Association toward specialization rather than inter-

disciplinary undertakings.

Statistics of annual meetings of the Association for Asian Studies sug-

gest current trends in this curriculum field. Its 1966 annual meeting, the

Largest to date, drew over 1500 observers. While this number is far smaller

than that drawn by the giant disciplinary associations such as the American

historical Association or the American Sociological Association, it suggests

that the organization is well beyond the stage of face-to-face interaction

and large personal familiarity of individuals with the membership. It also

appears that the study of areas represented by this association is spreading

among American colleges and universities, for while in 1958, 131 scholars

from 42 domestic institutionJ presented papers; in 1966 some 187 scholars

from 61 domestic institutions apkeared on the program. A ter scholars from

rowft.1110114.41101t 40%1.4 .11.a...../1.11[40..1.011,
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foreign universities (6 in 1958, 10 in 1966) also appeared; and the use of

the meeting as a fog for personnel of various non-academic organizations

seemed to be less frequent in 1966 than in 1958 (19 speakers form 12 organiza-

tions, most of them anil1ary scholarly organizations such as the Asia

Society or the Human Relations Area Files in 1958; 13 speakers from 11

organizations such as the U. S. State Depertment, or the Washington

Post )41 1966).

Analysis of the programs of the 1958 and 1966 annual meetings suggests

that increase in the number of area specialists in this period has produced

some loss of communication between scholars specializing in different parts

of the Asian area. Thus the number of panels devoted to recognized sub-

regions of the area grew dramatically in this period, while the number of

panels on comparative topics declined. China specialists had a choice of

seven panels in 1958, eight in 1966; but Japan specialists, who might have

heard two panels in 2958, could choose from eight in 1966. India IA South-

east Asia showed similar development, increasing from two panels each in

1958 to seven and six, respectively, in 1966. Of 19 panels on comparative

topics held in 1958, four were comparative studies within subregions, such

as Southeast Asia; but of 11 panels on comparative topics held in 1566: two

concerned East Asia, two compared India and Pakistan, and two compared parts

of Southeast Asia. The lessoa of the statistics is quite clear: more area

specialists produce more specialization, and the Association for Asian Studies

appears to be approaching a position in which it will represent a congeries

of quasi-disciplines focussed on the subregions of Asia, with very little in

common except the disciplines:

This growth of specialization within the organization, and the increas-

ing complexity of the organization itself, has not gone unnoticed. John K.
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Fairbanks in his 1959 presidentialaddreas to-the...Association, advanced the

belief that "one measure of our inadequacies in scholarship is our excessive

degree of organizational activity." He complained that the "low scholarly

'tp"Aftra" minh work in the. Asian fled is "compounded. bv. . . the increas-

ing proliferation of memoranda, projects, conferences and communications,"

producing "a, burden of written matter which pre-empts much of our time for

t124
scholarly effort.'

The African Studies Association, on the other hand, presents a rather

different picture. Founded in 1957, it remains a relatively mall group.

Though the membership reached 1,337 in October 1964, only 464 of these were

voting members; the majority were associates in various universities and

other employment who do not maintain a close interest in the association,

students and institutional memberships.
125

This association, according to

one writer, has been "remarkable for its deliberate lack of structure,"

maintaining only apart-time Executive Secretary and a secretary and "stu-

diously wedding" the publication of a journal° Annual meetings are built

about plenary sessions, regional meetings, or subject-oriented sessions,

where the discussion tends to be interdisciplinary, and an air of rather

cozy sociability seems to prevai1.12
6 In part this is the result of the

slight predominance which anthropology seems to maintain in African studies.12
7

In part also the ease of communication seems to be a result of the "anthro-

pologizing" of members ox' other disciplines interested in Africa; but there

are signs that it will soon give way before a series of groups interested in

particular sub-regions of Africa as the number of specialists grows./28

But beyone. this, the African studies Association has had to face up to the
"1,7X

implications of some of the developments involving the universities directly

in technical assistare previously outlined in this paper in a way that the

-
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corresponding Asian studies group has not. Thus, for example, the role of

American universities in technical assistance has been a subject of discus-

sion in the Association for some years.

A long review of assistanoa prearams in Afrina made in 1960 by Frederic

Wickert concluded that not only was there little interest on the part of

African studies specialists in technical assistance programs carried out in

Africa by particular universities and colleges, but sometimes African studies

programs were organized as a reflex of technical assistance programs.
129

Since then, however, technical assistance and African studies programs have

grown very much closer; as can be seen in the listings of the curricular and

research programs of African Studies centers in the April 1966 African

Studies Bulletin which also contained a section on "African connections."

Out of 21 major centers of African studies (applying the Bennett criteria

to information supplied by universities), 12 maintained African con-

nections of various kinds, including sister school relationships with African

universities (5), special faculty ties providing for administrative advice

and assistance to African universities (2.), faculty exchanges (2); research

projects conducted jointly with an African university (1), and research

projects conducted jointly with an African government (1) . In three further

cases, associations with African universities, probably of the sister school

type, could not be classified. In contrast, only one of the seventeen

institutions listed in ASB as maintaing less e borate African studies

programs also engaged in an African connection, and that program (at

Roosevelt University) vas not classified as a major center only for lack

of information on its program.130

Discussion of these matters is remarkable largely for its absence in

the pages of publications of the Association for Asian Studies,
131
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suggesting that perhaps these issues have not come to the forefront of

scholarly consciousness in the Asian region because the prevailing political

climate in some parts of that region is unfavorable to the involvement of

academics in such joint educational
=gave-p.m:3,1+AI vonitirriza. Nevertheless.

numerous U. S. government-sponsored programs to aid Indian education are

already in process and me can expect to see more such activities both in

South Asia and in parts of Southeast Asia such as Malaysia. It remains to

be seen what effect the new context of area studies will have upon academic

research and organization concerned with the Asian region.

Unresolved Problems

The single most obvious impression created by a review of the develop-

ment of foreign area studies programs is, then, one of ambiguity. Since,

as Joseph Greenberg has observed, "aila study programs failed to shake the

fundamental organizational basis of American academic life," most foreign

area programs today are interdepartmental as well as interdisciplinary and

their staff members are usually at the same time members of disciplinary

departments. For those who feel that the administrative organization of

educational institutions ought to reflect, even if only approximately, the

v"requirements of the quest for knowledge itself," this lack of organizational

autonomy represents an unresolved problem.132 And there are many reflections

of the organizationa14 ambiguous state of foreign area studies.

One aspect of the ambiguous status of these programs is seen in the

wide variety of duties they are called on to perform. Richard M. Morse,

in a thoughtful talk to the 1965 Princeton Conference on Foreign LaAguage

and Area Studies in Colleges and High Schools, speculated on the forces

which seem to render universities "almost defenceless" before requests from
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such groups as the Morrill Committee that they perform such "probably

incompatible tasks" as ilirthering American policy goals, giving Americans

better understanding of other peoples, helping other nations 'emerge', and
1Tk

helping other nations emerge along non-totalitarian lines."-w" He urged

universities to agree that the first of their priorities in this welter of

conflicting demands was for educational reform, which the impact of foreign

area studies hat shown to be vitally necessary. His list of proper priorities

for universities to take with them into government negotiations includes,

in the following order, the pedagogical priority: to educate AMericans to

participate in their own culture; tile tactical priority: to make non-western

studies programs serve as "beachheads for broad academic reform"; the

representational priority: to provide "mature, permanent constituencies for

foreign cultures and societies (not political regimes) within our country";

and liaison with foreign educational institutions. 134 Yet this same con-

ference in its general report urged college and university language and area

studies centers to take on the further job of creating networks of inservice

training in foreign area studies for both teachers and students of small

colleges and high schools in their immediate hinterlands.

As Morse correctly implies, the apparent helplessness of universities

before the diverse demands made of them relate directly to the fact that

"extra-university agencies are carpentering the horse. e135 The authors

of The Federal Interest in Wts' Education note three sources of the dif-

ficulties afflicting university-government relations in the dispersion of

programs affecting higher education among numerous Federal agencies which in

turn reinforces the traditional dispersion of decision making in the uni-

versities; and the matching-grant principle.
16 Of the relationship of the

matching-grant principle to the problem of priorities, they observe:
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The matching grant principle hes always had &potentially dis-
torting effect by encouraging expendituresin this case by
colleges and universities--for purposes that might not be of
the highest priority, were other things equal. It should
not be overlooked that in a sense this is precisely the purpose of
such grant-insaid programs. The matching-grant is,
always has been, and no doubt always will be a persuasive
argument; but it nonetheless frequently seems like arsAwisting
to the institution.137

This suggests that as long as outside aid must be depended upon as a con-

siderable, if nee major, source of financing for foreign area studies, the

status of these programs in the institutions will remain somewhat ambiguous.

Parallelling the ambiguous status of ce ers of language and area study

is the ambiguous status of foreign area scholars themselves. Complained John

K. Fairbank to the Association for Asian Studies in 1959:

What has been our effect on American education? Outside the col-
leges and university graduate schools where we Asian scholars are
active, we must admit that our influence on Ameri can public secon-
dary education has been very small indeed.

What has been our effect on foreign piney? When attacked for
having influenced. policy, Asia speciaists usually deny it with
vigor and justice. Here we can see a dilemmaif we Asian spe-
cialists have indeed influenced American policy, why is it so
inadequate? Uwe have no influence, on the other hand, what use
are wel38

Fairbank's prescription for dealing uith these questions is that "we who

specialize in Asian Studies should not be expected to deal either with American

public education cr with American foreign policy. Our task is to concentrate

on scholarship";139 but this same scholar has recently testified before a

prestigious Senate committee on some of the most hotly debated issues of

current American foreign policy in Southeast Asia.

If the status of foreign area scholars is doubtful in the eyes of the

general educational world and the public, it is apparently dubious as well

Oat least in some fields) to those who work in a single foreign area. Robert

I. Crane, writing on the inadequacies of South Asian studies in the United
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States, has singled out for criticism the absence of mininamipr ofessionFal

standards for South Asia specialization in smh matters as knowledge of the

languages of the area. "Though at first glance this may amen* to be a sin-

Kelar3,y forbidelieg field for ecope.-atior., the interecite Pmith Agdarl stualla

seem to require it," he warned.

The fact is that serious damage can be done to the field ate to
its .Atture as a legitimate and appropriate branch of academic
work if criteria for sound evaluation of training are not arrived
at, The fld. can ill afford anarchy in these respects if it
is to prosper.1

Crane's answer to a list of critieisms of South Asian studies which

includes "an anarchic scramble for foundation and government support2't

"needless anarchy" in research, and a failure to agree on what constitutes

proficiency in training on this area, is more cooperation, and the more

active use of what South Asian organizations already exist, such as the

--.levant sub-committees of the Association for Asian Studies.. But whether

these groups can successfully make policy for the field depends upon prior

agreement of the scholars already in the field.

The absence of standards for the judgment of professional competence

is reflected in the actual curricula of the area studies programs: language

study is plagued with differences; of opinion as to what constitutes "intensive"
41

study under the terms of the National Defense Education Act: while area

studies cannot agree on what constitutes interdisciplinary coursework. Thus

the editor of an Association of American Colleges 47olume of papers discuss-

ing approaches to teaching on Asia at Uervard, Columbia, Chicago, Michigan,

and Berkeley hopes that "if the publication of these papers. . aids

educators in providing an interdisciplinary and therefne an improved view

of Asian civilizations, the efforts of this editor will have been repaid. "142

%,rrrL ,pMr7,711?rrT.WilrElrirr,"11111, (-,c,,M777
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But two of the five papers deal explicitly with the teaching of Asia through

one discipline, history, and both are at least implicitly anti - interdisciplinary

in their orientation.

PinaLty, the embigssus vosition at torsion area pwrama is reflected

in students' response to than, Thus Ward Morehouse,, a man who has devoted

more than ten years to the promotion of foreign area studies in colleges

and universities across the nation, feels that generating a "critical macs"

of student involvement is crucial to the success of foreign area programs;

and he charges that while the recent interest in foreign area studies appears

impressive if given in percentages, it seems minor "to the point of insignif-

icance" when it is compared with the total magnitude of the American academic

effort in all the fields of the social sciences and humaatities.
143

The

problem, as he sees it, is one of roving foreign area studies into "the

mainstream of the academic experience of the American undergraduate";1144 and

he has stated that "all other things being equal," he is opposed to the

establishment of area study programs for the purpose of adding this new

dimension to liberal education.
345

While Morehouse admits that part of his

opposition to area studies programs is tactical -in that such programs arouse

fears of "empire building" elsewhere in a collegiate institution--his main

complaint is that the establishment of area studies programs puts the study

of foreign areas "sormwhere on the periphery" of the main stream of academic

164

life of the college community, in an obscure corner of the curriculum.

Curiously enough, it is almost exclusively on qualitative judgments like

those of Morehouse that one must rely when one attempts to discover what

has actually occurred at particular ca pules in the field of foreign area

studies.
3.47 There seems almost a conspiracy of silence in regard to the
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effect of the programs themselves on the rest of the institution, the

effect of outside funds on particular institutions, and similar queations.

Complain Babbidge and Rosenzweig)

Waat effeet has the ga-eowing Ferleral 4:ties-It. 41/t 4.111; f4 el a slf
higher education had on the organization of institutions of
higher education themselves and on the distribution of power
within them?

Actually, very little is known of a systematic nature of the
answer to this question. Sadly, academic people social
scientists in particular - have been slow to turn the high-
powered took of their research on the affairs of higher
educational'40

Thus a description by a Chicago faculty member of the decisions made at the

University of Chicago which culminated in Chicago's distinctive interdis-

ciplinary courses on Indies, Islam, China and Japan runs in toto as follows:

The active interests of the faculty and a pattern of inter-
disciplinary committees are chiefly responsible for the
integration of, discipline and area in a distinctive insti-
tutional adaptation to which LRobertj Redfield and others
contributed.

Space does not permit a detailed description of this remarkable
develorisent149

This reticence to discuss and analyze the problems of decision-making

and organizational structure in foreign area studies extends to goverment

officers as well,. Writes Kenneth Mildenberaev, Director of the Division of

College and University Assistance, U. S. Office of Education,

The government has entered into a substantial partnership
with the universities in the development of non-Western
studies. Any partnership is a continually evolving relation.
ship, and its success depends upon sincere efforts at mutual
accommodation. It is not possible here to enter into the
involved subject of likely or desirable alterations and enlarge-
ments of this relationship.150

Despite the ambiguous status of almost everything connected with the

study of foreign areas, and despite a gap in the literature on the effect

of these programs on particular institutional structures, it is possible to

--,H-41rorrirrforrco,
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trace a series of stages in the evolution of foreign area studies programs

as an element of current Meter education. We find foreign area studies

prior to 1940 developing mainly as a labor of love on an entirely voluntary

lubm4c Ivtr n Paw 4ntarantnA 41.1.44y4Aunln n/14th vary emnil nrbism anpreiTrAmsmont

(in fine,nciul terms not expending beyond the support of an occasional summer

program) frau a clearing house organization, the American Council of Learned

Societies. After an exceptional period of strong government involvement and

active curricular experimentation during World War rls we come to a period

of uncertainty and controversy after the war.

Since 1951 we can trace three stages of progressive involvement of both

outside organize:dors and particular educational institutions in the support

of foreigp area studies. In the first stages, we find Foundation grants made

to individual professors or to groups of professors, who then turned to

their institutions with requests for minimal support in the form of housing

for foundation-supported research facilities. Very little was required of

universities and colleges in this period beyond the role of landlord. More-

over, there was no assurance of continuity in such programs.. fb_ne. the nego-

tiations for support and statement of the goals of the programs were done

directly by the interested faculty Ambers and Foundation representatives.

Since 1959 those institutions which have been awarded language and area

centers under Federal legislation have found themselves supporting programs

whose goals are outlined by this legislation, thus involving these institutions

in a rational program of development. These institutions are required by law

to assume at least half the financial responsibility for such centers, but

the details of organization have been left strictly to the individual insti-

tutions, in a kind of organizational anarchy.
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Since 1961, however, with the reorientation of Ford policytowexti the

awarding of long-term institutionamide grants, at least sons institutions

have found themselves charged with full responsibility for their activities

concerning foreign areas. While Ford ezacted.fran the concerned institu-

tions a certain kInd and degree of organizational structure for the

administration of such grants, the universities themselves were to assume

the functions of scrutiny and review of proposed ,projects alms with control

of the purse-strings,. The question of who wai to get what money for what

foreign area project, and under what rules it was to be spent, became a

strictly intramural matter in such institutions.

These three temporal stages of development in foreign area studies,

howevery are not mutually exclusive. Not all institutions at any given time

have ever been (nor are they likely to be in the future) in a ',Angle ''stye::

of development. Nevertheless= the temporal stages suggest e, typology of

environmental stimuli for the emergence of foreign area programs which we can

employ in selecting a number of institutions as case e.udies for investigating

the differential adaptations made by different kind6 of educational insti-

tutions to similar stimuli. It should be possible to trace decision...tking

concerning the establishment of forei.,.. area studies programs at various levels

in particular educational administrations in this Context in order to arrive

at an analysis of the effect of area studies exposure upon particular die,.

ciplines and departments in the institutiond studies, With a browny chosen

spectrum of institutions, it should be possible to make some general con-

clusions from the case studies upon the impact of foreign area studies in

Prnizri-an. higher educati on.

For these reasons, the case studies will include tbrk* universities (a

large state university and two private universities with markedly different
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approaches to foreign. area teachin) and three smiler institutions. Ow of

these will be a small-college cooperative rem= were cooperation has

become saktxlerstely maple; including more than one cooperative activity and

a ,format adminis trative entity of scale kind; a state-supported college and

a priVate institution which. have elected to develop the study of foreign

areas without notable cooperation with other institutions will also be included.

In order to demonstrate more clearly the impact of these studies on the

organization of knowledge, the foreign areas cowiticrvi wiU deliberately

be restricted to those major areas whose (Natures are markedly diffeilent from

thosae of &mica end Northern Europe: East Asia, South Asia, and Africa,

.tea
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